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Sir,  

despite tremendous efforts of containing SARS-CoV-2 spreading in Europe through a test-and-

trace system, at the beginning of November most European Countries experienced a second wave 

of pandemic, posing serious challenges to the civil society and health systems.  

Recent research indicates that symptoms screening alone will not enable to contain COVID-19 

outbreaks, because an estimated 40% of COVID-19 cases are asymptomatic and 50% of 

transmissions results from asymptomatic subjects[1].  
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An important breakthrough would be identifying a testing system allowing for multiple screening 

and early detection, thus changing the timing and effectiveness of tracing asymptomatic 

spreaders. Moreover, autumn-winter season is characterized by other common respiratory 

infections with overlapping COVID-19 symptoms with an obvious economical and logistic burden 

for the National Health System. This aspect is of relevance among the pediatric population as 

young children, especially pre-school toddlers, have recurrent viral infections, and mitigation 

measures (distancing, masks) are difficult to implement, all resulting in more frequent testing. 

Moreover, SARS-CoV-2 transmission dynamics in children is not fully elucidated.  

Recently, Wyllie et al. reported that saliva and nasopharyngeal swab samples have similar 

sensitivity in detecting SARS-CoV-2 in symptomatic patients, and that SARS-CoV-2 can be detected 

in saliva, before NPS, of asymptomatic individuals[2].  

To address this issue, starting from the FDA emergency approved SalivaDirectTM protocol of Yale 

University[3], we optimized a saliva collection method able to guarantee a correct self -sampling or 

caregiver-guided sampling. Briefly, a sterile dental cotton roll was kept for two minutes in the 

vestibular space next to the lower premolar-molar area, then under the tongue close to the 

Wharton duct opening for additional two minutes. Once duly soaked with saliva, the dental roll 

was preserved in a sterile 50 mL tube, at room temperature until use (up to 7 days). Saliva was 

then recovered under sterile conditions using a 10mL syringe to squeeze the cotton roll. Collected 

saliva was processed as recommended by Vogels et al.[3], with a modification of the thermal 

cycler profile: 5’ at 95°C followed by 5’ at 4°C. Five microliters of the processed saliva was used 

directly for qPCR using N1 (FAM, BHQ-1 labeled probe) and RP (Cy5, BHQ-1) primers/probes 

published by the Center for Disease Control (https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/lab/rt-

pcr-panel-primer-probes.html) and Applied Biosystem 7500 Fast instrument. Samples were 

considered positive upon detection of N1 (Ct<40). Invalid samples were assessed by RP (C t>35). 
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Here we report the results of the comparison between paired samples of self -collected saliva and 

NPS. This analysis is part of a prospective study at Vittore Buzzi Children Hospital and San Paolo 

Hospital in Milan. This study was carried out in accordance with the recommendations of the 

Comitato Etico Interaziendale Milano Area A, protocol approval numbers N. 31554 (adults) and N. 

0050308 (children). All subjects/caregivers gave written informed consent in accordance with the 

Declaration of Helsinki. 

For assessing this method reliability, first we tested paired nasopharyngeal swabs and saliva 

samples in 192 adults (age 18-85, 52.2% females). Concordance between tests was assessed using 

the Kappa statistic (Cohen’s unweighted Kappa, k) as: poor (k=0), slight (0.01<k<0.20), fair 

(0.21<k<0.40), moderate (0.41<k<0.60), substantial (0.61<k<0.80), almost perfect (0.81<k<1.00), 

or perfect (k=1). Overall, concordance was 0.85 and k coefficient was 0.69, indicating a substantial 

concordance (Figure 1A). When analyzing asymptomatic subjects, concordance rose to 0.96 with k 

equal to 0.83, indicating an almost perfect concordance (Figure 1B). 

Having confirmed the reliability of the test in the adult population, especially in asymptomatic 

individuals, we then coupled the saliva test to NPS in a pediatric population (N. 109; age: 0-17, 

46.4% females). Concordance was analyzed using the Kappa statistics and overall concordance was 

0.94 and k was 0.81, considered almost perfect (Figure 1C). 

Ct values for N1 SARS-CoV-2 gene of 55 matched saliva (blue dots) and NPS (red dots) samples 

(Figure 1D) were used to calculate Pearson correlation coefficient (Figure 1E) that resulted 0.47, 

indicating a statistically significant moderate positive correlation (p=0.0003).  

Among the differing results in the adult cohort having a positive NPS and negative saliva, two 

subjects already developed IgG antibodies against SARS-CoV-2, three individuals underwent the 

second NPS test 14 days following the COVID-19 diagnosis (according to the Italian control 

protocol), ten subjects reported symptoms started 8-15 days earlier.  
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Among the differing results in the pediatric cohort, in one case the saliva test was negative and 

NPS positive, while in six cases the saliva test detected SARS-CoV-2 RNA in asymptomatic 

individuals who resulted negative with the NPS. In two instances, saliva tested positive two days 

before NPS, suggesting oropharynx as the first site for viral replication. 

Our data are in accordance with Yokota and colleagues[4]  arguing that saliva molecular testing 

could be a more sensitive tool for contact-tracing.  

The saliva sampling as an alternative for NPS has been proposed since the first SARS-CoV-2 

wave[5] albeit to limiting factors: i) the infection dynamic within different body fluids is still 

debated[6]; ii) saliva results are highly dependent on the tested cohort and on the 

presence/absence of sputum, which in our hands is strongly confounding. In light of our data, we 

believe further experiments should be directed towards settling whether long positive NPS 

subjects with no virus in saliva are to be considered infectious.  

In conclusion, we believe that this tool represents an opportunity for testing SARS-CoV-2 infection 

in between pandemic/epidemic wave peaks. In addition, an active surveillance in close 

communities based on multiple saliva testing could be envisaged. Further, using broadly available 

and inexpensive cotton dental rolls would allow for boosting sampling capacity for low -compliant 

subjects and in low-income countries. 
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FIGURE 1 - SARS-CoV-2 RNA detection concordance tables for adult cohort (A), asymptomatic 

subjects (B), and children (C).  Cycle Threshold (Ct) Values for 55 matched NPS and saliva positive 

samples (D), and linear regression for Pearson’s r (E).  
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